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BFS Gets a Makeover
James Lee & Eric Han

music rooms, a parking lot, stage,
cafeteria, science lab, and 15
new classrooms.
The time we’ve all been waiting for
Q: How accessible will
is just around the corner. Well actually,
the gym be for students?
it just next door! Over the past year at
A: It will be open Monday to
Busan Foreign School, conFriday as a part of school activistruction of the new facility
has been going on. It started ties. It will also be available for
use on Saturday if students reoff with the loud sound of
ceive proper permission.
machines drilling away. Mr.
Q: What are the adBrennan, reflecting on the
Construction on the new building, parking garage, and field
vantages of the new facility?
construction, says, “I am
A: The main advantage
looking forward to the finAfter hearing about all of these exof the new facility is that it will allow
ished product.”
citing new features, it’s safe to say that
Thankfully, this project BFS to hold events that are usually held
the expectations for this new building are
will be finished by early June in other places. The new gym will help all
very high. When asked about what they
BFS students because they will no longer
and should be ready in time
hope to get out of the new facility, Steve
for this year’s graduation ceremony. The have to go outdoors for PE, especially
Park says, “ I’m very happy to hear that
gym will be open for use in August. Hope- during the cold winter months. Also, new
there will be a new basketball court and
fully, all the hardships and noise will pay science classrooms will provide opportunow we can practice as much as we want
nities
for
kids
who
want
to
have
more
off as BFS students and staff will be able
to win SKAC basketball next year.” The
experience in a science lab.
to benefit from the new facility. We sat
new facility will be a wonderful addition
Q: What will happen to the old
down with Mr. Haddon to get the inside
to BFS, providing an enriching environfacilities?
scoop:
ment for students and faculty to learn
A: The Music room, Art room,
Q: What will be in the new
and play in.
and cafeteria will be converted into a
building?
A: There will be a gym, art and media center and extra classrooms.

East Meets West: Gun Control
Justin Kang
Batman lovers, children, elementary
teachers, and
many other
American citizens
have been victims
to gun-based
homicides. One of
the two big incidents in the US was the The
Dark Knight Rises shooting
where on the day of the movie
premiere, a man killed 12 people in a Colorado theater. The
other incident was the Connecticut Sandy Hook incident
where a gunman assaulted an
elementary school killing 26
people, 20 being children. This
has made gun control a large
issue in the US, causing the
government to try to change
laws of the ownership and

selling of these weapons.
South Korea is a
country that is easily affected
by the US, but they didn’t
adapt to letting normal citizens hold guns. Through this,
South Korea has a firearm
related homicide rate of 0.04%
but the US has a rate of 3.2%.
BFS students were asked
about gun control. They gave
their opinions on gun laws in
South Korea and about why
it’s hard for the US to change
the laws.
Freshman Sy Lee,
who has lived in Pakistan before, agreed to guns being in
the hands of normal citizens
for their self-defense. He
wants to be protected from
something that can harm
them such as criminals, robbers, wild animals, etc.
Junior Cameron Beck,
who has lived in the US for

most of his life, also agreed
with the citizens having ownership of guns, because a gun
and its uses has always been
part of American culture. Still
he disagreed with Korea applying this gun culture, because guns are not necessary
in South Korea.
Sophomore Steve
Park, who has lived in South
Korea for a long time, unlike
the other two, disagreed with
guns because it will just cause
harm to the citizens if used
inappropriately. He also stated, “The US is not able to
change this law easily
because the weapon companies are too beneficial
for the country and may
cause a negative effect
economically if guns are
not allowed to be bought.”
Another freshman, Diana Lyu, who has

lived in Russia and China, just
like Steve, disagrees because
of the danger it causes to the
people. Diana does not like
guns because she states, “If
normal citizens are able to
purchase and buy guns, then
the citizens get more power,
making laws and the government less powerful, causing
pandemonium in the country.”
There are many benefits and disadvantages for a
commoner to hold a weapon.
As of right now, with the problem still unresolved, and many
innocent people becoming victims and casualties, the future
is unclear of what will happen
next with gun control.
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“English Only!” - Good or Bad?
Stephen Lee

many in BFS that also have trouble

When the bell

speaking English because it is new for

rings at 8:30 AM students at BFS are forbidden to speak any
languages except English until 3:30 in

them.
Some kids in Busan Foreign
School get in groups and huddle together

the afternoon. If you are caught speaking and speak other languages, such as Koa foreign language by a teacher or princi- rean and Russian. Other times, they
pal, you receive an automatic detention.

speak their native language whenever a

Some students find this unfair and find

teacher is not present. BFS freshman

ways to get away with speaking their

Jennifer Shon said, “It’s (the English

native language. Others appreciate the

only policy) useless...because they know

rule and it’s benefits and learn to adapt

how to act in front of teachers and in

and grow.

front of their friends. If there is a teacher

In this school, a policy was set

in front of them, they speak English, and

that prohibits the speaking of any other

when they're with their friends, they

language besides English. Since this

speak Korean.” These loopholes that

school is an international school, stu-

these students have found with the poli-

dents come from other countries. Alt-

cy allow them to speak their native lan-

hough it may be easier for the foreign

guage whenever they want to in school.

students to speak in their native lan-

Even though there are some

guage, it is not allowed to be spoken on

students that speak foreign languages

school grounds. Many times throughout

when a teacher isn’t around, there are

the day you hear teachers scolding,

other students that speak English for

“English only!”

the whole school day. They believe that

BFS student Alex Kim has expe- speaking English more often is a benefit
rience with getting in trouble for speak-

to them. “The whole purpose of coming to

ing Russian on school grounds. “It’s kind

this school is to help them learn Eng-

of difficult because English is my second

lish,” said BFS student Noah Hong.

language,” says Alex Kim. There are

There are classes at BFS that help stu-

dents that cannot speak English learn to
speak it fluently. One of the school’s purposes is to teach international students
the English language and send them to
an English speaking university.
The prohibition of speaking foreign languages has gotten BFS students
in trouble in school. But at the same
time it has also enabled students to go to
universities in a number of places, including the United States. This rule that
BFS has set up has it’s pros and cons,
and some students appreciate this rule
and some students don’t. This argument
has not been actually settled yet, and
still goes on today.

March 14th was Pi Day at BFS. We had a Pi & Pie Party on the rooftop. Dima Li won the Middle School pie eating competition, and JongBeum “The Beast” Park won for High School. Chris Chu was able to rattle off the most digits in the number pi.
We all know pi, but we don’t usually remember past 3.14, those 2 decimal points. Chris Chu recited 192 digits past the decimal point, WOW!
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Rising Tension in the Koreas
Noah Hong

U.S. military supports the Ko-

On February

rean military, so I’m not that

12th, North

worried,” said Stephen Lee, a

Korea’s third

freshman student who moved

atomic testing to Korea three years ago.
in Pyongyang

Could the relationship

conjured up

between the two Koreas wors-

panic around

en the relationship between

the world,

the citizens of North and

especially to the citizens of

South Korea as well? While

South Korea. North Korea

Stephen Lee answered in the

declared their intention as a

affirmative, one of the lunch

threat to cease further negotia- ladies at BFS held a different
tion and to void the armistice

opinion: “People of the South

that ended the Korean War in

and the North share the same

1953.

ancestors, so technically, we

Meanwhile, the North are people born under the
same nationality. I wish the
degenerated diplomacy between the two Koreas that

conflict between the South and

share a border. In response to

the North would end soon.”

North Korea’s nuclear testing,

Steve Park, a sophomore at

South Korea and the UN con-

BFS, stated his point of view

demned North Korea for their

firmly. “North Korea is part of

provocative actions. The UN,

our people [All of Korea]. How-

reaching a unanimous vote,

ever, because of the govern-

placed sanction on North Ko-

ments’ reckless actions to-

rea over prohibiting nuclear

wards South Korea and the

testing. In addition, the devel-

world, I am forced to feel hos-

opment of nuclear weapons in

tile towards their people and

North Korea created an incen-

country.”

tive for strengthening the

Under the rising ten-

South’s military with the U.S.

sion between South and North

The two countries have been

Korea, there are mixed feel-

working together for military

ings of the current problem

drills in South Korea each

and numerous opinions re-

year. The most recent naval

garding what would happen in

drills in the East Sea have

the future. But for now, the

angered North Korea.

best available answer to the

While the South Kore- unpromising future is perhaps
an government ensures safety similar to what junior student
to its citizens, how do people

Louis Kim says: “I hope for

living under the rising tension

negotiations between the two

really feel? “I think that South

Koreas and for world peace,

Korea is a safe country. Every- but honestly, I really don’t
know.”
thing about South Korea is
better than North Korea. The
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Getting Served
Cameron Beck
Are you interested in what will appear on
your silver lunch tray next year? You may have heard that
BFS will be using a catering service instead of a cooking staff
to go along with our new cafeteria. Mr.
Haddon, Director of BFS, stated, “The company we are using next year for a catering service is called Pulmuone.” Pulmuone contracts with most of
South Korean public schools.
But not every thing is going to change next year. Oscar will still be the head chef and he will be responsible for making lunches from the food products Pulmoune delivers. According to Chef Oscar, we can
expect some great food next year, including home made pizza and baked chicken.
You may be wondering about Pulmoune as a company. Mr. Haddon enthusiastically provided information about this catering business. They owning a kimchi field museum, which started in 1986 in
Seoul. They have a base of operations in New York City. Also, Pulmuone produces a large amount of frozen goods, as well as sells products under the brand names Chan-ma-ru, Saeng-ga-deuck, and Soga.
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Riki Freud’s Couch: Multiple Intelligences
Riki Jeon

Verbal-Linguistic, is exemplified by Mrs. hardest slopes on the mountain while

Olson, who holds marvelous potential for
language. She displays a facility with
words and languages. She is great at
reading books, writing essays, and memorizing a variety of vocabulary.
Logical-Mathematical aptitude
is the potential for logical and abstract
thinking which our Mathematics teacher
Ms. Claypool constantly uses to understand and solve various math problems.
Musical aptitude is displayed
by BFS’s orchestra instructor, and
teacher, Dr. Kim. She has a high sensitivity to sound,
rhythms, and
tones.
Spatial aptitude
is a person’s perceptual ability.
This is best exemplified by the Art
teacher Mrs.
Hwang. She has a
deep understanding of artistic perspectives and a
strong ability to
visualize objects
in her mind when
sketching up samences and has provided distinct terms to ples for her class to follow.
classify these differences.
Bodily-Kinesthetic intelliHoward Gardner’s Eight Intelligence’s core elements are control of one’s
gences categorizes the different intellec- bodily motions and the capacity to hantual areas people are good at. The teach- dle objects skillfully. There are many
ers at BFS are great examples to help
teachers who hold this aptitude. Mr.
understand the eight different aptiPatel, Mr. Naegeli, and Miss Oemichen,
tudes.
during the school ski trip, were able to
The first aptitude in the list,
show their skills by skiing down the
Can you find the solution to a differential equation problem? Or win a
game of Starcraft against Mr. Lee?
Mrs. Olson, an English language
teacher with over 35 years of experience,
might not be able to. Likewise, science
teacher Simon Lee will probably be unable to analyze the book Frankenstein
through a Marxist lens.
Modern psychology has discovered
some insight into these individual differ-

Dear Caroline,
Caroline Kreitzer’s Advice Column
Dear Caroline,
I feel like I never get enough sleep. I am
always tired, and yet I have so much to do all
the time with extracurricular activities. How
do I find the right balance between school
work, play, and sleep? Help!
Sincerely,
Sleepless in Busan

Dear Sleepless in Busan,
Middle school and high school
can get very overwhelming with
all the opportunities you have to
be involved with. First of all, I
think you should choose the specific things that are most important
to you. Prioritize those and drop
the things that are not important. Next, make a schedule for
your nights and turn off Facebook or Pinterest. If you start
working at 5:00 and focus on your studies for the rest of the

maintaining control of their balance and
speed.
Intrapersonal (self) is a term
for a person who is self-reflective. A person like Mr. Brennan is an intrapersonal
man. He looks back at his mistakes and
learns from them; thus, improving to
become a better teacher every day.

Interpersonal (other people)

people have aptitude opposing the intrapersonal people. They have a high
sense of other’s moods, feelings, temperaments, and motivations. They also have
the ability to cooperate in order to work
as part of a group. Sometimes, the interpersonal person’s elevated mood may
deprive his senses of others; often damaging feelings. The man representing
this aptitude is Mr. Lipsky.
Naturalists like Miss Scheier,
BFS high school and middle school science teacher, is undoubtedly good at
classifying natural forms such as animal
and plant species. Also, her love for nature must be one of the reasons why she
is a vegetarian.
There are many fascinating
teachers at BFS who share these eight
intelligences. Some may argue that Mr.
Patel and Mrs. Olson have no skills in
biology; however, those teachers have
lived a long life full of education and
experience. Thus, they have a variety of
intelligences which can be transferred
through teaching. It just goes to show
that diverse and rich learning atmosphere at BFS is due to its remarkably
individual and talented teachers.
So, in which multiple intelli-

night you will find that you can get tons more done faster than
you did before. If you struggle with focusing for long periods of
time, for every hour you work reward yourself with a fifteen
minute break. Friends are important too, so try and make
time for them in school and right after school. Another good
idea is to study with your friends-- you do work while hanging
out at the same time. Just make sure to stay on task.

Dear Caroline,
I am starting a new school soon and since I am very shy, I
am worried that I won’t make any friends. Do you have any
tips on how to be friendlier?
Sincerely,
The Quiet One

Dear Quiet One,
One of the best ways to make friends at a new school is to
get involved in a sport or club doing something you love. You
will find people who have similar interests with you, and it
will be a lot easier to immediately click with them. Also, work
on approaching people with a friendly “hello”, or “what did you
do this weekend?” Once you get comfortable with it, you’ll find
it’s a lot easier to put yourself out there, and you’ll find yourself making tons of new friends. Good luck!
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Stylin’ & Profilin’ with Terra Bae
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Kenny’s Corner
Kenny Kim, the President of Math Club, Challenges YOU!
Try to complete this math problem. If you think you got the correct
answer, email byungchank@gmail.com and try to win a fabulous
prize!
A bank robber hops into his getaway car and travels at an average speed of 60 mi/h into the countryside. Exactly two minutes
after the robber leaves the bank, a police officer follows him from the bank along the same route. If the officer is traveling at
an average speed of 75 mi/h, how far from the bank will the robber be intercepted?
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Jay-Pop on K-Pop: SNSD’s “I Got a Boy”
Jason Lee

skimpy clothes and leave remarks such
as: “SNSD so HOT” or “sunny BRIGHTENS MY DAY!”, “Seohyun makes me
Hey K-Pop lovers
SMILE!”, “I love GIRLS' GENERAand haters, I’m Jason
Lee, AKA Jay-Pop. My TION”.
Freshman Noah Hong, one of
number one goal is to analyze K-Pop for
those aformentioned males, replied, “I
the readers of Shark Bytes. For this
edition, I’ll review SNSD’s “I Got a Boy”. love the part in the middle, [2:39],
where they start a transition with, ‘Ayo!
The nine Korean girls of
Stop! Let me put it down another way!’
SNSD captivate a massive audience
because it makes me want to dance.”
with their so-called “catchy” music.
There is blatant product placeHowever, their recent album, “I GOT A
ment all over the music video. They
BOY!!!” (yup three exclamations as if
one wasn’t enough), has been referred to wore their brand watches and brand
clothes and started putting on their
as the worst of all three albums by
brand perfume flashing it all at once
many including the members themselves.
When asked a question about
the negative feedback on their new
song, Yuri replied, “Because the response was what we expected, we weren’t shocked and took it fine.”
The music mixes five different
beats together trying to appeal to a bigger audience yet the music itself failed
to appeal to anyone. Hormone driven
males watch this music video for girls in

[0:09]. No shame at all.
Suddenly their doorbell rings,
and outside a creepy male turns out to
be ALL the girls’ boyfriend (lucky dude)
AND THEY PRETEND THEY DON’T
KNOW! He goes on a date with more
than half of them in the video all in one
day. Either he has great time management or they’re just dumb.
However, they had great
dance scenes in the chorus where they
did big, powerful movements instead of
their usual tiny dance moves.
They try to use “애교”,
(pronounced eggyo), pretending to be
cute, like in the previous music videos,
but in some scenes they just go back
and forth between “애교” and powerful.
It feels like their manager should
choose to either let SNSD be childish or
empowering and try not to appeal everyone. They can just show each girl’s
individual personality so the audience
can choose their favorite girl (did I just
not blow your mind?). Freshman Justin
Kang, responded to this article, “SNSD
Forever!”….yup.
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Ryan Kang

Q: What dog keeps
the best time?

Q: What type of keys
don’t open any locks?
A: Piano key

A: Watchdog

Q: What’s an almond
that passed away?
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A: Diamond
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Mr. Lipsky & Mr. Brennan
thank the readers for supporting
our new school newspaper. Be
sure to spread the word about
this awesome new publication.
Keep reading, BFS!
Email Dan Himes at danhimes@gmail.com if you need a website
specifically for English speakers. Dan designs the most cutting edge
foreigner websites, including:
www.busanhaps.com & www.groovemagazine.com.
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Louis Kim

Soccer Season Strikes Back

The arduous yet fulfilling journey of the
BFS high school soccer teams embarked this
March. The boy’s and girl’s teams both practice at Yangun Elementary School. They
have been pouring their hearts out
twice a week from 3:45 to 5:30,
covering all the necessary skills from basic drills to
intense conditioning. Different people had different
dreams for this year’s soccer team.
The girl’s coach, Miss Scheier, hoped that “the
players would all learn to cooperate and try their best
during every single game.” The soccer players are not
only on the team to win but also to learn how to work
with others and to produce the best results. For instance, 9th grade player, Alex Kim, said “I want to
have a good time with my friends and learn how to
cooperate while striving to be a competent player.”
Many players were also very confident
about the future performance of the team. They
are very positive about the results of future games. Jeff You,

the captain of the boy’s soccer team, said, “The team
consists of the top players at school, giving us hope
for winning 1st or at least 2nd place at the SKAC
tournament to come.”
This year has a deep and personal meaning
for this year’s seniors; it is their last chance
to play on the BFS team. Chris Chu, senior
goalkeeper, said, “My motivation to do the
best on this team is at its max because this is my
last chance to show my potential to the fullest extent. I’m pretty sure that our awesome coach and
other experienced members can help all the members on our team to do so.”
The first game the team played was on March 20th
against BIFS. Although the team lost the match, each
player strived to do his or her best. They encouraged each
other and learned novel and essential skills that they can
utilize in the next game. Come out to watch the next soccer
game, support Shark sports at the April 20th SKAC Tournament.

New BFS Beach Volleyball Club
Ready to Hit the Sand in 2013
Joseph Han
BFS has a new beach volleyball club that will play in front of the Pale De CZ on Haeundae Beach on Fridays
after school and possibly on Saturdays if there is enough interest. The club is led by Mr. Lee who teaches
Chemistry, Physics and AP Chemistry. In a recent interview Mr. Lee said he was excited about the new
volleyball club and hopes eventually one day it will be its very own team. For now, the main focus of volleyball club is to meetings play and have fun.
However, next year could be an entirely different story. Mr. Lee hopes that maybe later this year or early next year the
meetings will turn into full-fledged practices with actual drills, along with the formation of an actual BFS team. He is also
thinking of splitting the group into a high school and middle school team ,but that depends on the number of participants in the
future. He feels that there is a good chance of participating in league competitions with teams from other schools. Mr. Lee speculates that once the new BFS gym is completed he might utilized it as an indoor volleyball court.
Mr. Lee is not the only one who is stoked about the new club. According to him, around forty students from middle and
high school have signed up so far. One of the members, Cameron, said, “This new volleyball club is a great afterschool activity
that everyone can join and have a blast. It doesn’t require a lot of athleticism and the beach scene is great.” Another member,
Jeff You, said, “I’m really looking forward to getting out and having fun with some of my fellow classmates in a constructive way.

Middle School Basketball
Goes 4-1 at SKAC Tourney

skills and to apply those learnt skills in
the SKAC tournament. However, the
Middle School Basketball team faced
challenges of having to play five games
in one day without getting physically
exhausted. Despite the challenges,
coach Naegeli believed that the team
Steve Park
The day started slowly as the boys would do well.
His hopes came true, claiming four
dropped a game against BIFS, losing
just barely in the final seconds, but they victories while only losing one. Even
The middle school
though the team was not able to win the
rallied around themselves and gained
basketball spirit
trophy, they have succeeded in achievmomentum throughout the day. They
came to life on the
ing their ultimate goal. Coach Naegeli
smashed through GIFS, KFS, DIS .
18th of March. The
exclaimed his satisfaction at the perforThe middle school basketball
boy’s middle school
team prepared well for this SKAC tour- mance of his players. The BFS Middle
basketball team
School Basketball is a highly prospecshowed their tremen- nament. They practiced every Tuesday
and Thursday under the supervision of tive team, worthy of looking forward to
dous teamwork and
defeated the interna- coach Naegeli. Prior to the tournament, their achievements next year.
Coach Naegeli expressed his ultimate
tional schools KFS, GIFS, and BIFS in
goal for the team: to develop basketball
the SKAC tournament.
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BFS Crossword Answers

Clockwise from top left corner: Model United
Nations award winners & chairs, the BFS Shark,
construction on the new school, cross country
trophies & celebrations
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